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Organizations often struggle to find the right balance 

between robust security and the employee experience. 

The need to integrate multiple solutions makes it 

challenging for admins to deliver a unified solution 

for their users. The friction stemming from badly 

implemented solutions can wear on end users, leading 

to authentication fatigue and poor habits that can 

jeopardize organizational security and open the door to 

malicious attacks such as phishing.

Secure, Passwordless Access combined 
with Strong Authentication

JumpCloud Go™ is an integrated, passwordless 

solution that delivers strong device checks with secure 

single sign-on and multi-factor authentication into 

a unified solution that eliminates the complexity of 

having to integrate multiple point solutions while also 

simplifying day-to-day administrative tasks associated 

with user access. 

JumpCloud Go is the only solution that delivers an 

integrated, cross-platform, and passwordless user login 

experience to the resources they need from a trusted 

device. It uses phishing-resistant technology to reduce 

an organization’s exposure to phishing, credential 

theft, or 2FA bypass cyber attacks. JumpCloud Go 

also significantly reduces the amount of login prompts 

users face daily, saving them valuable time and 

alleviating login fatigue that can lead to accidental                   

credential leakage.

Realize Your Organization’s Potential

Increase User Productivity AND Security

JumpCloud Go enables passwordless login to 

JumpCloud-protected web resources from JumpCloud 

managed and trusted devices. Users can leverage their 

device biometric authenticators, such as Apple Touch 

ID or Windows Hello, combined with JumpCloud Go to 

satisfy traditional password sign-in or MFA challenges.

Improve Resilience to Phishing and    
Other Credential Based Attacks 

JumpCloud Go leverages JumpCloud’s open 

directory platform to automate the enforcement 

of authentication workflows that reduce the risk of 

admin misconfiguration or user errors that can lead to 

credential leakage. In addition, its phishing-resistant 

technology adds an additional layer of protection 

against phishing, credential theft, or 2FA bypass     

cyber attacks. 

JumpCloud Go™
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Key Features

 – Passwordless Login: 
Users enjoy passwordless authentication to 
all of their online resources once they are 
authenticated via JumpCloud Go. 

 – High MFA Authenticator Assurance:  
Users use hardware-protected device-bound 
authenticators on MacOS and Windows 
combined with JumpCloud Go that represents 
a minimum of two factors and a maximum of 
three (knowledge, possession, biometric/
inherence) factors for authentication.

 – Phishing-Resistant Authentication: 
Users are issued access only after requests 
are cryptographically verified with the 
JumpCloud’s login service, reducing potential 
attack surface for phishing.

 – Seamless and Safer Employee Experience: 
The JumpCloud Go user login experience is 
simpler and more secure for end users and 
seamlessly promotes safer login habits. 

 – 3rd Party MDM & EMM Compatible: 
JumpCloud Go can be used with any device 
management solution. Pair it with JumpCloud 
MDM or integrate it with any enterprise 
mobility management (EMM)/mobile device 
management (MDM) solution. 

Get Started

JumpCloud® helps IT teams Make Work Happen® by centralizing management of user identities and devices, enabling 

small and medium-sized enterprises to adopt Zero Trust security models. JumpCloud has a global user base of more 

than 200,000 organizations, with more than 5,000 paying customers including Cars.com, GoFundMe, Grab, ClassPass, 

Uplight, Beyond Finance, and Foursquare. JumpCloud has raised over $400M from world-class investors including 

Sapphire Ventures, General Atlantic, Sands Capital, Atlassian, and CrowdStrike.
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JumpCloud Go™

JumpCloud Go™ is included in the JumpCloud 

Platform, Platform Plus, or a la carte packages with 

Device Management and Single Sign-On Features 

at no additional cost.

Interested to learn more? 

Contact your JumpCloud Account Executive or                
Account Manager.

Deliver a Unified Experience Across 
Platforms and Devices 

Consistent experience across platforms and devices 

enables a user to leverage a familiar, passwordless 

login experience across all the Windows, MacOS, and 

soon to the mobile devices they use for work. From 

the administrator’s perspective, JumpCloud Go™ 

delivers a unified administrative experience, enabling 

admins to automatically enforce strong authentication 

workflows across their users and entire fleet of devices 

and securely manage and monitor access to the 

organization’s resources, all from a single pane of glass.
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